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Abstract — In rapid prototyping, the optimal part orientation during fabrication is critical as it can improve part accuracy, 
minimize the requirement for supports and reduce the production time. Through investigating the geometric issues of STL 
model and process planning of RPM, This paper establishes optimizing model based on the considerations of staircase effect, 
support area and production time. The general satisfactory degree function is constructed employing the multi-objective 
optimization theory based on the general satisfactory degree principle. The best part-building orientation is obtained by 
solving the function employing generic algorithm. Experiment shows that the methods can effective resolve the part-building 
orientation in RP.
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1. Introduction

In rapid prototyping, the various stages in the process 
are automatic, except for the selection of the part 
orientation. Currently, in lots of commercial rapid prototy
ping system, part-building orientation is decided by an 
experienced user. In this way, part-building orientation 
depends heavily on the knowledge, which is a combi
nation of skill and experience [13]. It is a strongly 
subjective skill, and has yet to be organized into a 
precise and objective methodology. Without a s니itable 
computational approach, it will be difficult to determine 
the optimal orientation as evident in the different solutions 
produced by current man니al methods.

In rapid prototyping technology, the orientation of 
part during fabrication is critical as a suitable orientation 
can improve part accuracy, reduce the production time 
and minimize the support needed for building the 
model. Thus, it will help minimize the cost of making 
the prototype [10]. It is easier to understand the impor
tance of build orientation by studying the semi-column 
in Fig. 1 where vector d indicates the build orientation. 
If the part is built as Fig. 1(a), the best surface finish 
can be obtained because no staircase effect is incurred. 
However, a longer time is needed to b니ild the part 
because more layers are required. If it is built as Fig. 
1(b), a staircase effect will occur on surface, but a 
shorter build time is required, because the number of 
layers is minimized. If the part is oriented as Fig. 1(c), 
a support structure will be required fbr surface and the
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part is unstable, so we have to make some trade-ofF in 
the determination of build orientation. Part accuracy, 
build time, support structure, and part stability are the 
main factors for consideration [6]. Tool accessibility is 
not considered in LM beca나se the part is b나ilt incre
mentally by thin layers. Parts with any geometric 
complexity, incl니ding internal features, can be made by 
LM. Taking into acco니nt the aforementioned sources of 
affecting part-b니ilding orientation, a part should be:

(1) Minimize the staircase appear along inclined surfece.
(2) Minimize the total area of overhang surface.
(3) Minimize the total number of slice.
There have been several works done the orientation 

problem for rapid prototyping. Cheng et al [2]. developed 
a procedure for optimization of part-building orientation 
in SLA by assigning weights to various surface types 
affectin응 part accuracy. Majhi et al. [7] present a number 
of optimization algorithms to minimize staircase error, 
support volume and support contact area. Hur and Lee 
[5] developed an algorithm to calculate the staircase 
area, quantifying the process errors by the volume 
supposed to be removed or added to the part. Rattana- 
wong et al. [12] discuss the fabrication orientation problem 
from geometric and algorithmic points of view, and 
establish decision criteria fbr the determi-nation of 
good fabrication orientations in SLA. Masood [9] 
compute the volumetric error (VE) in a part at different 
orientations and applied generic algorithm (GA) fbr the 
optimal solution based on the minimum VE in the part. 
These methods optimize the part building orientation 
by only one objective, but the optimization of part 
building orientation is m니Iti-objective problem involved 
part accuracy, production time and support. There are 
also several works [3, 8, 11] do the problem accounting
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Fig. 1. Effects of build orientation.

fbr the three objectives, but the result is not satisfying. 
The cause is the three objectives are often incompatible 
each other. In this way, the optimal result sometimes 
does not exist.

Contrasting with problem of single-objective optimization, 
the problem of multi-objective optimization can be not 
solved perfectly and systemic in theory and calculating 
method. Thereby, it is necessary to create theory and 
method system of multi-objective optimization. Satisfectory 
theory [1, 4, 14, 15] is regarded as more ordinary mode 
of optimization theoiy. A new means must be provided 
to solve the practical problems along with perfect and 
progress of satisfactory theory.

Fig. 3・ Staircase effective in one facet.

2. Multi-objective optimization model

2.1 Mathematics model of optimization objective 
for staircase effect

Fig. 2 shows the staircase effect during part b니ilding 
of layered manufacturing in rapid prototyping. The 
volumetric error in each layer stem from staircase 
effect is written as:

as ill니아Tated in Fig. 3.
The followed equation is obtained from Fig.3.

"I
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Where h is layer thickness. S니ppose the model is 
STL file, 0j is the angle between triangle facet j of 
model surface and build orientatio다, ly is the length of 
intersect line segment between No. i layer and facet j

Fig. 2. Staircase effective.

Where, d is the unit vector of the build direction, n is 
the unit normal vector of triangle facet.

Substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) yields a new 
eq니ation given by

(3)U —、rh I j
''^2\ dxn\ ij

The VE of the whole part stem from staircase is 
express as:

V—w" 'I d-n I 1 —'I d-H I I —
/厂 9 匕 (4)

i/ —寸h ,丨 dn I 7
J ^2| dxn\ ij (5)

Fig.3 shows the case that a triangle facet is sliced, 
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then area that a triangle facet lays in No. i layer is 
given by

dA = ly'h/sinO = lij /(6)

Substitution of Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) yields a new 
equation given by

Vj = ^-\d-ni\ = h1]d-ni\-Aj (7)

i 2 2

Where,為 is area of facet j. Suppose the coordinate of 
three vertex of triangle A； is (习 j分弓),丿=1, 2, 3, the area 
of triangle is given by

A =l I "心 •均끼十I 光小 如一지』Z2—Z]―泰1

7 2寸 X3-X] y3~y\ | 乃小 \ z3-z, 乂厂心

(8)

So the VE is

/=£_业2也 (9)

J 2

The VE stem from staircase should be minimized to 
improve part acc니racy. Th니s the optimization problem 
can be stated as follows:

Problem 1. Find a part building orientation such that 
the VE is minimized. It is expressed as follow:

施)= min£旦号也 (10)

2.2 Mathematics model of optimization objective 
for supports area

The quantity of supports used affects not only the 
building time and the cost but also surface finish and 
postprocessing. The quantity of supports used has two 
meanings. One is the quantity of supports area; another 
is the q니antity of supports volume. Supports volume 
particularly affects the building, B니t computing the 

supports volume is very complex. If the shape of part is 
convex, the supports volume is the volume of the 
region lying between the solid of part and platform, the 
vertical polyhedral cylinder which is bounded below by 
the platform and above by the facets of the part whose 
outward normal point downward. But if the shape of 
the part is non-convex, the problem is more complex, 
since the supports for some feces may actually be 
attached to other facets instead of to the platform. (Fig.
4 illustrates this-in 2D, for convenience).

The quantity of supports area particularly affects 
postprocessing and surface finish. Support area is the 
total area of the downward-facing facets. So computing 
the supports area is relatively simple. At the same wile, 
supports area has more significant impact on the part 
accuracy than support volume. So the part building 
direction optimization acco니nt for the supports area.

Th니s the optimization problem can be stated as 
follows:

Problem 2. find a part building direction s니ch that 
the s니pports area is minimized. It is expressed as 
follow:

方0) = min”"| 刁•쎄/

j

Where, 5 is a threshold function

S =
1, d-rij<0

0, d-rij>0

(11)

(12)

2.3 Mathematics model of optimization objective 
for production time

Part b나ilding time include scanning time and 
preparing time. Where, scanning time include solid 
scannin응 time 7% contour scanning time Tc, support 
scanning time Ts,

r
h^h^ vf

(13)

T_ S 
c~Xh7c (14)

Fig. 4, Supports of non-convex.

如) = 羿이U (15)

3心。

Where h is the layer thickness, S is the total surface 
area of STL model, V is the volume of STL model, hs 
is the line space of solid scanning, Lw is the line space 
of s니pports scanning,、牛 vc and vs is differently the scan 
speed of solid scanning, contour scanning, support 
scanning, 4』') is the supports area of the No. z layer.

Some inclusions are obtained from Eq. (13), (14), 
(15). Solid canning time and contour scanning time are 
independent of part building direction, while s나pports 
scanning time is dependent of supports volume.
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Prepare time include the time needed to move down 
the platform during recoating tz(z), the scraping time 

and other prepares time tp(i).

如)=如+如+W) (16)

Prepare time is dependent of the number of total 
layers, while the number of layers is dependent of the 
height of part building direction. Therefore minimizing 
the height of part building direction can cut down the 
part building time. Thus the optimization problem can 
be stated as follows:

Problem, 3. Find a part building direction s니ch that 
the number of total layer is minimized. It is expressed 
as follow:

f3(d) = min(max0 • v】，d , A d , vw) 
一(max(d , vt, <7 - v2, A(7 , v;;) (17)

Where v, is the vertex of facets.

2.4 Substitution of optimal parameter
Let the unit vector of part building direction be 

d = Xj + yj + zk, then

疽十 (18)

As Fig. 5 shown, the an이e between building direction 
and Z axis of reference frame is [3. a is the angle 
between the projection of d in XOY and X axis, th니s x, 
y, z is expressed as followed:

x=sin (P-cos a)
< = sin (P-cos a) (19)

z = cos

The three problems above mentioned is changed to 
solve two parameters a and (3 from to solve three 
parameters x, y and z. Thus the three problems is 
translated as:

Problem 4. Find a part building orientation such that 
the VE is minimized. It is expressed as follow:

/",/3) = min£ "•.씨 W (20)

J

s.t. Q<a<17i
0 < /3< 7r/2

Problem 5. find a part building direction such that 
the supports area is minimized. It is expressed as 
follow:

Where, 5 is a threshold function

»(a,0) = min£4』d•끼(21)
J

s.t. 0 < a<2ji
-n 12< P< tt! 2

Problem 6. Find a part b니ilding direction such that 
the number of total layer is minimized. It is expressed 
as follow:

方(q,丿0) = min(max(<^ ' vx,d ' v2, A(7 - v/7) 
一(max(d • V], • v2, A • v„) (22)

s.t. 0 < a<2n
-n 12< /3< 7r/2

3. Brief introduction of multi-objective 
optimization method based on general 

satisfactory degree

The concept of satisfactory includes two-phase meaning: 
one is satisfactory theory aiming at optimization theory. 
Satisfactory theory is regard as the even more common 
form of optimization theory. Its perfect and development 
could certainly offer a new means to solve practical 
problems. Another is to transform lookin응 after the 
optimal sohition for the optimizing co나rse into looking 
after satisfactory s이니tion, namely satisfactory optimization. 
This phase of work is mainly the improvement of some 
part of theory and method of optimization. So it is 
regard as the middle phase from optimization theory to 
satisfactory theory.

Define 1 Satisfactory criterion: a criterion system 
to evaluate the satisfactory degree of user for the 
solution of problems is called satisfactory criterion. 
The satisfactory criterion could be fuzzy, and also 
precise.

Define 2 Satisfactory order: In one satisfactory 
criterion, each feasible solution holds。냐ly a evaluation 
result. If there exists a partially order among the 
evaluation results of any two feasible solutions, the 
partially order is called satisfactory order.

Define 3 Satisfactory degree: For the problem P 
that user set, its feasible domain is D, d is the elements 
of D, namely feasible s()l니tions. In certain satisfactory 
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criterion C, there exits a mapping from a set D of 
feasible solutions to evaluation set S of solution, that is 
f-D->S

If there is satisfectory order in S, s U S is called user 
satisfactory degree for solution d in criterion C, the set 
S is call satisfactory degree set.

For example, for the students' grade, according to the 
satisfactory criterion, the satisfactory degree function is 
expressed as followed

S=\C/1O° C-60 (23)

〔0 c<6Q

Here, the completeness of satisfactory degree set is 
not demand.

Define 4 Level of satisfactory degree: Satisfactory 
level for short. In certain satisfactory criterion, each 
feasible solution has a satisfactory degree. Let si be a 
satisfactory degree. If user (decision-maker) is satisfied 
with the solution for si, he would be satisfied with the 
feasible solutions above all the satisfactory degree by 
terms of define of satisfactory degree and satisfactory 
order. In this way, si is called one level of satisfactory 
degree.

Define 5 Satisfactory solution: In certain satisfactory 
criterion, for a satisfactory level , if the satisfactory 
degree of the solution d meets or exceed the satisfac
tory level, namely s(d) > 2

The s이니tion d is called the satisfactory s이ution in 
the satisfactory level 2.

Define 6 Satisfactory solution set: elution set with 
satisfactory level 2, U(F,人)={s | > 2} is called
satisfactory solution set in satisfactory level A.

Define 7 Independent satisfactory degree: the satisfac
tory degree of a independent problem is called 
independent satisfactory degree.

Define 8 Synthetical satisfactory degree: the satisfac
tory degree of a compo니nd problem composed of some 
sub-problems is called synthetical satisfactory de응ree. 
Synthetical satisfactory degree is composed of satisfec- 
tory degree of all sub-problems.

The concept of general satisfectory degree is put 
forward for the optimization, maximization and the 
most efficiency. The satisfactory degree is the concept 
with more commonly meaning than the optimization, 
maximization and the most efficiency and the concept 
can more exhibit the essence of human capacity. 
Therefore, it can be applied in the domain of optimi
zing, decision-making and controlling et al.

The problems of multi-objective optimization has the 
common form as followed:

V - minF(x) = mi미"(x), 方(x), A, 力(x)]' (24)

s.t gj(x) < 0 j= 1,2,-/?
h^x) — 0 k=

where F(x) = [MX)，方(X),“"，/。이「is called vector objective 

function.
V- minF(x)is the shortening of minimized model of 

x e R11
multi-objective (vector form).

V-min is vector minimizing.
Objective function can be minimized coordinately or 

incoordinately. gj(x) < 0,( J = 1,2,•••,/?) and hk(x) = 0,(k =1, 
2,…,q) is constraint conditions.

The problems of multi-objective optimization are 
commonly very difficult to demand all objective 
obtaining optimization solution. Especially when there 
exist conflict among each objective, namely there exist 
conflict among the solution of each objective, some
times there is not the optimal solution. For instance, the 
least weight and the most intension are often the object 
of one another conflict in mechanical designing. Near 
several years, a lot of scholar in home and abroad have 
done a great deal of researching and proposed m니ch 
method, mainly the method of engineering application. 
Compared with single-objective optimization, multi
objective objective is not quite perfect and systemic in 
theory and computing method. Hence, it is q니ite neces
sary to create a set of knowledge system evaluating the 
quality of sokition of multi-objective optimization and 
to create perfect theory and method system of multi
objective optimization.

Define 9 Objective satisfactory degree: There exist 
one or multiple objective function for a optimizing 
problem. The satisfied degree of one of feasible solution 
for certain objective function is called objective satis
factory degree for the objective.

Define 10 Constraint contented degree: For a 
constraint optimizing problem, the constraint condition 
m니st be meet. The de응ree of one feasible solution 
according with one constraint condition is called cons
traint contented degree.

Define 11 Satisfactory degree of multi-objective 
optimization problems: The degree of the solution of 
problems meeting multi-objective and multi-constraint 
is called Satisfactory degree of multi-objective optimi
zation problems and it is marked S(F. f)

Pr아)lem 7 Existence of satisfactory s이ution of 
multi-objective optimization problems If there exist 
feasible solution of multi-objective optimization pro
blems, there must exist satisfactory solution meeting 
one satisfactory level in certain satisfactory criterion. 
Namely, for problem F of multi-objective, x is variable,

ifX"느仲
킈 r*' and s, let

{■네 壬① (25)

where, Xp is feasible solution set, r"' is satisfactory 
s 이 ution.

The problems of multi-objective optimization could be 
regarded as a sort of non-simple combination of multiple 
problems of single-objective optimization (namely, it 
could be not simple arithmetical combination). In this 
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paper, we use classical reductive method, which analyzed 
reasonably the problems of multi-objective optimization 
and then synthesized it to obtain the solution of primary 
problems. The common solving steps m니lti・objective 
optimizing problems based on satisfactory degree.

Stepl: analyzing the problems. The satisfactory degree 
of a complicated problem is comprised of the satisfectoiy 
degree of its sub-problems.

Step2: solving the solution of each sub-problem 
respectively and establishing the corresponding independent 
satisfactory degree.

Step3: obtaining the function of synthetical satisfac
tory degree by terms of the concrete problem. The 
general satisfactory degree is regarded as the new 
objective function of entitle optimizing problem.

Step4: contimially adj니sting the level of synthetical 
satisfactory degree employing the strategy of conflict
concession. Transferring the Step5 and Step6 to solving 
and evaluating by phases, 니ntil obtaining the sohation 
set of maximal satisfactory level.

Step5: solving the sub-problem using concrete method 
(generic algorithm, artificial neural network and so on).

Step6: evaluating the satisfactory solution of m니Iti- 
objective optimization.

Consequently, we can find out that analyse of 
problems and combination of satisfactory degree are 
the emphases of entire algorithm. General satisfactory 
degree demands a few basic combination principles to 
meet. These principles confirm the combination relation 
of primary problems and sub-problems after the 
primary problems are decomposed. We can apply some 
principals so-called 4"maximal/minimaF\ '"weight combination,,, 
"conflict intercession,, and other appropriate combination 
principal.

4. Multi-objective optimization method of 
part-building orientation based on satisfactory 

degree principle

The problems of m니ti-o^jective optimization are regard 
as the problems of multiple single-objectives optimization 
no-simple combination (It is not simple arithmetic com
bination). To obtain the solution for original problems, the 
reducing method is employed, which multi-objective 
optimization is decomposed, then synthesized. In this 
paper, generic algorithm (GA) is used to solve the every 
problem of single-objective optimization.

4.1 Single-objective optimization based on GA
The three independent optimizations are solved by 

GA, and the optimal and worst solution is obtained. 
The parameter selecting and basic operation in GA is 
discussed as followed.

1) Coding method
Two parameters a and /3 are taken binary system 

coding. The chromosome length is 24 bit, and each

12byte 12byte

Fig. 6. Coding of chromosome

variable takes 12 bit. The range of a and "is respective 
[0, 2끼 and [-n / 2, n / 2].

2) Comp나ting of fitness function
Optimal objective is the optimal and worst solution 

of every objective in the subject. Therefore, the fitness 
function stem from the three optimal objective of problem 
4, 5 and 6.

The optimal solution is given by

F(X)=Mf{X) (26)

The worst solution is given by

F0) = (27)

3) Crossover operator
Because each chromosome is composed of two variables, 

to prevent loss the diversity, two-point crossover is 
occupied. The position of crossover point lies in range of 
the first and second variable. Namely crossover point k\ 
lies in the range [0, 11], and crossover point k2 lies in 
the range [12, 23].

4) Parameters setting in GA
Parameters setting in GA is given by table 1.

4.2 Multi-objective optimization of part-building 
orientation

Single satisfactory degree (SSD) constructed by 
linear interpolative. The single satisfactory is computed 
by

R 一R
S= ' 1,2,3 (28)

^ibest ^iworsl

Where Si, s? and s3 are single objective satisfactory 
degree of staircase effective, supports area and building 
time and its range is [0,1]. Objective satisfactory degree 
equation to 1 means the most satisfactoiy. Objective 
satisfactory degree equation to 0 means the least satis
factory.

The s이ection of part-building orientation regards 
synthetical satisfactory degree (GSD) as Optimization 
objective. Computing of synthetical satisfactory degree 
is the result of synthesizing all single objective satisfoc-

Table 1. GA parameters.

Length of Crossover Mutation Population Maximal
chromosome probability probability size generation

24 075 005 120 200 
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tory degree. The synthetical satisfactory degree is computed 
by means of minimization operator and weighted exponent 
[1, 15]. Thus the GSD is

書2 A 勇 3 (29)

In this paper the method of linear weighed is employed

3 3

£雄=1，的〉0 (30)
i= 1 i= 1

The weight is given by decision-maker by means of 
interaction, and then the GA still employed. Eq. (29) or 
(30) is regard as fitness function, and then the maximal 
GSD is obtained

5. Illustrative examples

A software implementation of the methodology was 
undertaken in C++ programming lang나age using OpenGL 
environment.

Fig. 7 shows a tractor model part of STL file. This 
program computes the part-building optimal orientation.

Fig. 7. Optimization of Part-building orientation.

Table 2. The optimal and worst sohition of three objectives.

Objective Staircase 
effective

Supports 
area

Part-building 
time

The optimal 
solution 42.2 64.1 4

The worst 
solution 145.4 254.6 15

Firstly, the optimal and worst solution of three optimize 
objectives are obtained, as shown in table 2. Secondly, 
eq. (29) is regard as fitness function, and then the 
general satisfectory degree is comp니ted 니sing GA 
again. Table 3 shows the res니It of operation, and the 
No.8 item is the optimal synthetical satisfactory degree. 
In the subject the weight of staircase effective, supports 
area, building time is respective iv, = 0.5, *2=0.3, 
印3 = 0.2. The slice thickness is h = 0.12.

6. Conclusions

Through process planning of rapid prototyping and 
응eometric feature of STL model is investigated, three 
objective of part-building orientation optimization is 
created, that is minimized VE due to staircase effective, 
minimized s니pports area and minimized part-building 
time. The paper disc니ssed multi-objective optimization 
of part-building orientation based on satisfactory degree 
principle. The general satisfactory degree function is 
created, and the optimal part-b니ilding orientation is 
obtained through solving the GA.

Experiment and analyses show that it is reasonable 
and feasible method to employ multi-objective optimi
zation in part-building orientation base on satisfactory 
degree theory. The shortcoming of the method is 
consuming too much computin응 time d니e to 니sing GA 
time after time for huge STL file.
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